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lijTPODUCTION
Elliptic integrals of the first, second, and third classes
in Jacobi's forms a:.-e defined respectively as follox-js:
,x dt
'o V(l - t2)(l - k2t2)
P(k, x)
.X /l - k2t2
=
J y—-- ^^E(k, x) /Q 1 - t2
.X dt
it(n, k.
- k2t2)Jq (1 + nt2)i'(l - t2)(l
where k, < k < 1, is called the modulus and n, whi.ch may be
' taken real or imagi]p.ary, but nonzero, is called "Che paramieter
of the integrals.
The elliptic integrals may be regarded as funct;ions of x.
defined by the aid of the above definite integrals. ¥e are
familiar with other and much simpler functions which may be de-
fined as definite integrals. For example, we may deifine log X
r""
^^'
•
-1
as 1 — , sm -^x
h t
X dt _ .X dt
Jo vr~- 12 ' i 1+ t2 ^
and the theory of these functions may be based upon these defi-
• .nitions. For insta:nee, the fundamental property of the loga-
rithiTi is expressed by vjhat is called the addition formula.
log X + leg y - log x^- . There are addition foi'-mulas! for the
other functions defined above, nam^ely.
sin-lx + sin-ly = sin"! (xf 1 - y^ + y 7 1 - x^)
X + y
tan" X + tan"-'-y = tan"-^ ( ) .
1 - xy
These formulas are usually obtained by methods involving the
theory of the inverse functions of log x, sin~^x and tan" x,
but they may be obtained without difficulty from their defini-
tions as definite integrals. For example, let
log X + log y = log c (1)
where c is to be determined in terms of x, y. Since
^x dt ^y dt
log X = f — and log J - j — , differentiating (1),At ^1 t
we have
dx dy
or
y dx + X dy = 0. (2)
Integrating (2), we get
fj dx + Jx dy = C-j_ (3)
or
xy - Ci , ik)
where C-^ is an undetermined constant.
To determine C-i , let x = 1 in Hi), then we have y = C-i ;
.1 dt
let X = 1 in (1), then log x = | — = 0, log y ~ log c, andh t
so y =^ c when x = 1. Therefore C^^ = c and xy = c . Hence
log X + log y = log xy. The addition formulas for sin" x.
3and tan" X can be derived in exactly the same way.
The addition theory for elliptic integrals is of the same
nature, and may be found very useful in the study of the proper-
ties of elliptic integrals. For ease and variety, we will derive
the addition formula for each class of elliptic integrals in a
different way. For the first class, we will use a direct method
of differentiation and :.ntegration due to Euler. Then we will
define elliptic functions and develop the theory of the e lliptic
functions from the addition theory for the elliptic integrals
of the first class. This will lead us to the derivation of the
addition theory for the elliptic integrals of the second class.
The elliptic integrals of the third class are more complex than
the other two. We will employ Abel's theorem to obtain i ts
addition formula.
•
'
ADDITION THEORY OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS
OP THE FIRST CLASS
r^l dz /^2 dz
Let Ut = 1
^ /q f Z
nt^A 11 — 12/0 f z
where Z = (1 - z^) (1 - 2 2k z ) . Define x-^ = sn U]_ and
Xg = sn U2. These definitions will be used and explained
later on.
Consider a differential equation
Ax-^ dx2
^rT,'v%_'° '''
W. E. Byerly, Integral Calculus
, p. 2l|l,
kwhere
Xi E (1 - X]_2)(l - k^Xi^)
and
X2 = (1 - X2^)(l - k^xg^).
Let x-j_, X2 be regarded as functions of a third variable t
such that
dx-,
,
i = -J: ^ /^
dt
and
Q^Q J
Then
and
dt
(i-^)^ = X-L = 1 - (k^ + l)x-L^ + k^x^^
(ig)^ = Xg = 1 - (k^ + i)x2^ + k2x2^
Differentiating and dividing by 2x-j_ and 2x2 respectively,
we have
x'-j_ = -(k^ + l)x3_ + 2 k^x^^
C2 = -(k2 + i)x2Xp Dxo + 2 k2xo^
Thus
X3_X2 - Xgx-L = 2 k^(x-|_2 - X2^)x-j^X2
,
while
Hence
X2X2
- ^2-^1 ^ k2x-]_X2
X-j Xq ~ Xo X-i X ~ K X-i Xp
or
x-]_X2 - X2X]_ 2 k x^X2 ( x-|_X2 + X2X-j_)
X]_X2
- ^2-^1 -^ ~ -^ -^1 -^2
that is,
d/dt(x2X2 - X2X]_) 2 k X]_X2 d
— (x;l^2)
• • ? ? ?
X-.X2 - X2X-1 1 - k^x-| ^X2 dt
Integrating both sides, we have
log(x-]_X2 - ^^2-^1^ ~ log(l - k x^ X2 ) + c
the t 1 s
,
x-|_X2 - ^2^1
c = log
1 - k2x3_2x22
or
e^= c-^ -
X2Vx^ + xiVx2
1 - k2x-|_2x22
Another form of the Integral of (l) Is obviously
r^l dz f^2 dz
'0 i/z h fz^1
-^
^2 = / 77= + I 17= = ^2'
$
Since both o,-, and C2 are constant, one of them must
therefore be a function of the other, say,
c-]^ = !2S'(c2) .
Hence
6X2l/X^ + xiVX2
1 - k^x^^xg^
= ^i ui + U2)
and the form of (Zf may t e readily/^ identi fied. For, since
/^l dz
U-, = —
=
and
/^2 dz
"2 = i Yi '
it is clear that if x-. - 0, and therefore X-, = 1, we have
Ui = 0; and if .X2 = 0, and there fore X2 = 1, we ha''iAe U2 = 0.
Putt ing X2 = 0, we have ^(u l) = x-]_ E sn u^. Hence the form of
0' is identified as the elli ptic function sn. Thus \<ie have
""2 Vxi + XI VX2
sn(u-] + Up) = —
1 - k'
^ 2
-X-]_^X 22
or
/Xi dz |^^2 dz ^"^ ' dz
/o Vz ^ ^0 Vi '- i Vi
^
where
X2'Vxi + XI VX2
x' =
1 - k2x-L2x2^
xgVd - XI2)(1 - k2xi2) + x-lV(1 - X22)(l - k^-x 2)
1 - k2x^2^^2
a
This addition formula is usually called the Euler's Equation •
7ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS
If a t,rainsformation t = sin 9 is made in Jacobi's forms
o'f the elli ptic Integrals, we obtain the following Legendre '
s
forms ••
-- P(k, ^) = /'
.
de
_
.
(' d e
Ae/o Vi - k2sin2e h
E(k, y) k2sin2e d9 = \ Ae dG
AD
'
Ti(n, K^r
IQ>
( 1+n sir
d0
= / de
(l+n sin2e)Ae2e)Vl-k2sin2e Vo
where ^ is call ed the ampl itud e of the elliptic int/egral and
Ae = k^sin^G is ca lied the delta amplitude and is always
taken with the positive si gn. -
Prom Legen dre ' s forms of the elliptic integral 3, we are
led t define the elliptic functions as follows:
u = P(k, J2f)
^ = am u
X = sin 0" = sn u
en u
dn u.
Vi - y? = cos
Vi - k2x2 = A
sn u. en u. dn u are trigonome trie functions of
^, the amplitude
of u. but t hey may be regai^ded as new and somewhat complicated
8functions of u itself, and from this point of view they are
called el llptic functions of u. From the above definitions.
we can easily obtain the following fundamental formulas con-
necting the elliptic functions:
sn^u + cn^u = 1
•
(1)
dn^u + k^sn^u = 1 (2)
.
d am u
(3)
du
d sn u
ik)— en u an u
du
d en u
'
(5)sn u cin u
du
d dn u
u (6)K bn u en
du
Among thl s set of formulas,, (3) and (6) need explanations.
We have
^$/ d
/o ^e
*
•
Hence
d 0' d am u
di: - -
A0' dn u
.
and
d am u
- dn u .
du
To obtain formula (6), by defini tion we have
in u = V 1 - k^ sn^ u
Differentiating with respect to u gives
d dn u d
= — 4^1 - k2 sn2 u
du du
- (1 - k^sn^u) ^/^(-2k^sn u en u dn u)
2
1
2
( dn u) (-2 k sn u en u dn u)
p
= - k sn u en u.
In order to derive addition formulas for elliptle functions,
vje need to know these functions of negative u. By definition.
A$/ = Vl - k^sin^0' , we see that A ( -0') =^ A 0', and
/-^ d e /0' d(-0) ^0' d 9
-u .
Thus,
Also,
/o Ae ^ A (-9) ^0 Ae
am(-u) = -0 = -am u.
sn(-u) = sin(-0') = -sin 0' = -sn u
en(-u) = cos(-0) = eos 0' = en u
dn(-u) = A(-S2i') = A0' = dn u .
Therefore, we have the following set of identities:
10
am( -u) = -am u
sn(-u) = -sn u
cn( -u) = en u
dn(-u) - dn u.
The addition formula derived for F(k, x) can be written in
terms of the elliptic functions as follows:
sn U]_ en U2 dn U2 + sn U2 en U]_ dn U]_
sn(u,+Up) = — . (o)
-^ 1 - Ic^ sn"^ U-, sn"^ Up
If we replace Ug by -U2 and simplify by (7), we have
sn U-, en Up dn Up - sn Up en u-j^ dn u-|^
sn(u, -Up) = (9)
1 - k^ sn^ u, sn^ Up
The addition form.ulas for en and dn can be obtained-'- and are
en U-, en Up + sn u-[_ sn Up dn u-|_ dn U2
cn(u.+Up) = (10)
1 - k'^ sn"^ u-]_ sn'=^ Up
— Pdn u-|_ dn U2 -*- k sn Uq_ sn U2 en u-i_ en U2
dn(u-L±U2) = r (H)
1 - k^ sn"^ U-, sn"^ Up
-^A. G. Greenhill, The Applications of Elliptic Functions,
p. 112.
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ADDITION THEORY FOR ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS
OP THE SECOND CLASS
The elliptic integral of the second class, E(k, 0), can
be expressed in terms of elliptic functions, and v;e will employ
its new form in deriving its addition theory.
We have
E(k, ^) = 1 Ae de.
/o
Let u = P(k, ^). Then 0' = am u and E(k, ^) may be written as
E(k,
,
am u) or just simply E(ara u)
.
. Then
E(am
-.am u
u) = / dn u
^0
• d am u.
But as (obtained in the last section.
d am u = dn u . du
so
E(am
^u
u) = [ dn^ u . du.
. Now
-
E( am u) + E( am
^u
v) = / dn^u du
/o
+ / dn^ V dv
/o
= 1 dn^ z dz
/V
; + / dn^ z dz
,u+v
= / dn2 z dz - / dn'^ z d
^u
z
•
+ / dn"^ z dz
12
E
1 /V u+v
arn(u+v) + I dn'^ z dz - / dn"^ z d
-
^0 /u
Replacing z by u + z in the second integral^ and consider-
ing u and V as given constants, we get
-u+v,U V /V
I
dn2 z dz = / dn^ (u + z)dz
and
E (am u) + E(am v) = E|am(u + v)J - j [dn (u + z) - dn^ zjdz
Prom the addition formulas for dn shown in the last section,
we have
2 dn Ut dn Uq
dn(u-i + U2) + dn(u-i - U2)
and
1 - k'^sn^ u, sn^ u.
dn(u2 + U2) - dn(u-L - U2) - -
2 k"^ sn u-| sn U2 en vl-, en U2
1 - k2 sn2 Un sn^ u.
Let u-i + Up - u + z, and u-i - Uo = z. Then1-^2
u u
n-^ = — + z
,
and Up = — .
Hence
dn2(u + z) - dn^z = jdnCu + z) + dn z j ldn(u + z) - dn z
1
^
u u u u u u
-ij.k'^ sn(- + z)cn(- + z)dn(- + z) sn - en - dn - '
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 - k"^ sn"^ - sn^(- + z)
2 2-'
Also, since
d -
dz -
9 9 ^ 9 ^
1 - k'^ sn'^ - sin'^C- + z)
13
o o
^ ^ u u
= -2 ir sn"^ - sn(- + z)cn(- + z)dn(- + 2)
2 2 2 2
and
sn(u-]_ + U2) • sn(u-|_ - U2) = -
2 2sn u-| - sn^ U2 1 • •
.
- k^ sn^ u sn^ Up
>
we get '
/V |-
_
_ 1
_^ / [dn'^tu + z) - dn'^z dzk ^ -^ u u u
2k'^sn(- +z)cn(- +z)dn(- +z)dz
u u u ^v 2 2 2
= -2 311 — en - dn — [
2 2 2/0 r p p u „ u -|2
1 ~ k sn - sn'^C- + z)
I 2 2 J
u ' u u u u u u
2sn"— en — dn — 2k2sn2 - sn(- +z)en(- +z)dn(- +z)dz
2 2 2
r
2 2 2 2
2
^
sn^ — 1 - k'^sn'^^ - sn^(- + z)
2 L 2 2 -J
u u u
* V
2sn — en — dn — 1
2 2 2
2
"^
1 - k sn — sn (— + z)
2
-.
2 2
u u u y 1
2sn - en - dn - 1 1
2 2 2
u
sn2 — 1 - k^sn^ - sn2(- +v) 1 - k^sn^ -
2 2 .2 2
,
-"-A. G. Greenhill, The Appl
p. 138.
ications of Elliptle Functions,
Ik
pUUU u u
2k'~sn — en — dn — sn (— + v) - sn —
2 2 2 2 2
1 - k^ sn^ - 1 - k^sn - sn'^l- + v)
2 2 2
= - k2 sn u . sn y sn(u + v)
.
Therefore the required addition formula is
E(am u) + E(am v) = E|am(u + v)j + k sn u sn v sn(u + v) .
In Jacobi's form, the addition formula for elliptic inte-
grals of the second class is
^l,/l - k^x^ /'^2 Wl - k2x2
dx + I ]/ dx
'0 1 - x2 /Q 1 - x2
.xUf 1 - k2x2
dx + k2xTXox'
/O 1 - P
-1^2^
x'^
where
x-^y (1 - X2^)(l - k2x22) + X2I/ (1 - xi2)(i - k^x.^)
X = — »
1 - k2 x^2 ^^2
The elliptic integral of the second class arises in the
determination of the length of an arc of an ellipse, and thus
supplies a reason for use of the term elliptic integral. We
will give an example in this connection to illustrate the appli-
cation of the addition formula we have just derived.
2 2X y
The length of an arc of the ellipse — + — =1 measured
a2 b2
from the end of the minor axis can be found to be
15
/^l/'a2 -
.^.^f
S 1 H'lrJo \a2 2 / '
If we let X = a sin 9 , this integral becomes
S e2 sin2 6 de = aE(e, <^)
where e. replacing k in our previous form, is the eccentricity
of the ellipse. If X ]_ = a, 0' = %/2 and the length of the
ellipt ic quadrant is
= aE(e, %/2) .- e2 sin2 e de
By the aid of the add it ion formula
E( am u) + E( am v) = r 1 ?E am(u+v) + k sn u sn v sn( u + v).
it is always possible to find an arc of an ellipse differing
from t he sijm of tvjo g iven arcs by an expression which is alge-
braic in terms of the abscissas of thle extremities of the three
arcs.
Let i/ = am u, Y -= am V, and CT" == ara(u + v) . Then the
addition form.ula given above becomes
E(k, ^) + E(k, 4^) = E(k,cr) + k2 sin 0' sin M^ sin cr
.
(1)
From the addition formulas of elliptic functions. we have
en u en V - sn u sn V c n u dn V
cn(u +. v) ~
1 - k^sn'^ u sn'^ V
dn(u +
dn u dn
v) ^
V - k^ sn u sn V en u en v
V / _—^—
1 - k^ sn2 u sn^
•
V
' 16
From the second formula. we get
dn u dn V = dn(u+v) (1 - k2 2 2 2sn u sn v) + k sn u sn V on u en V.
Sub s t ituting into the first formula and simplifying gives
cn( u + v) -= en u en V - sn u sn V dn(u + v)
.
This indicat 33 the relation of three angles 0', Y , and cr.
namely.
cos a~ = cos cos y - sin sin V ^^ (2)
where
Ac- ,£ dn(u + v) = /1 - k^ 3in^ (T .
If we multiply (1) by a and take k equal to e, we get
aE( e, !Zf) + aE(e, V) = aE(e
e2 -
,cr) + x-^xgx.
a^ ^
(3)
where
^2? ^2' and x^ are the abscissas of the points whose
ampli tudes are (/, f , and cr . Let <r =^ %/2. Then aE(<3,cr) is
the a
Since
re of a quadrant, an
= cos ^ cos y -
a (
si
2) reduces to
a sin ^ i/l - e2.
V 1 - e2 = b/a.
cos 0' cos y = sin 52f sin V^ b/a
or •
' tan tan 7 = a/b ik)
and from (3)
,
we get
17
aE(e, ^) -
r TZ
aE(e, -) - aE(e,r)
L 2 J
e2
x^x^ .
a
Thus if any point P is given on the ellipse, we can get the
amplitucJe of a second point 0, from (If.) and then find Q, such
that the arc BP minus the arc AQ, as shown in the figure, shall
be equal to a quantity which is proportional to the product of
the abscissas of P and Q. For a special case where P and Q
"
B
" '"—^^^
^\/
\ Q
\/A .
. ^_
coincide at P and j/ = ^, we have from (Ij.) tan 0' = "V a/h
and from (5)
op
arc BP - arc AF = ae sin
o2^2a e
y) — — a - D.
a + b
This point F, which divides the quadrant into two arcs whose
difference is equal to the difference between the semi-axes, is
known as Pagnano's point. It has a number of curious proper-
ties. For example, it can be shown that the distance of the
normal and tangent at Pagnano's point from the center of the
ellipse are equal to a - b and y ah , respectively.
A. G. Greenhill, The Applications of Elliptic Functions,
p. 182.
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ADDITION TlffiOrtf FOR ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS
OF TKE THIRD CLASS
The elliptic integrals of the third class denoted by
7i(n, k, z) , are more complicated than those in the other two
classes. To derive their addition formula we will use the
method suggested by Abel's Theorem.
Let C and C' be two plane curves given by the equations
C : P(x, y) =
C: y(x, y) = 0.
Suppose that these curves have m points of intersections
(x., y
. ) , where m is the product of the degrees of C and C.
Let R(x, y) be a rational function of x and y, where y is a
function of x as defined by P(x, y) = 0.
Consider the sum
m /-^-i^yi1=11] R(x, y)dx
i=l
''xQ^yo
where (xQ,yQ) is a fixed point. If some of the coefficients a.
of T (x, y) are regarded as continuous variables, the points
(x^^ yj_) will vary and I will become a function of the variable
coefficients a^ and its form can be determined. Thus for m = 3,
the sum of two integrals can be expressed in terms of the third
integral and I.
For determining 1, the following lemma will be used.
Leinma !•. Let F(x) be a polynomial of degree k and
G(x) = B(x - x;j_)(x - xg) . . . (x - x^)
19
where B is a constant and the x- are distinct constants.
By the division algorithm.
xF(x) = Q(x)G(x) + R(x) (1)
where degree of R < degree of G, or R = 0. Let Qq = Q(0),
the constant term of Q. Then
n P(Xj_) {0 when k < n
- 1
Qq when k ^ n - 1
Proof: Prom (1) we have
xF(x) ^ R(x) n_
= Q(x) + Q(x) + ^^
G{x) G(x) 1= 1 X - Xi
where c. is constant, and
^1'
dG(x) n
G'(x) E = B 2- (x - Xt)
dx. 1=1
n G(x)
= r
1=1 X - X.
(x - X._-,) (x - Xa+i)^1-1
. . ( X - X^)
Hence
n c.G(x)
xP(x) = Q(x)G(x) + ZT —
1=1 X - X.
XiF(x^) = Q(xi)G(xi) + CiG'(x-i_) = c^G-Cx-^)
<^i
Xj_P(Xi)
G'(x^)
Thus we have
20
xP(x) ji_ x.P(x. )
Q(x) + ^ i i (2)
G(x) 1=1 G'(x^)(x - x^)
When X = 0, (2) becomes
n x.F(x.
)
= Q(o) + r
1=1 G'(x^)(0 - x^)
or
n P(xi)
1=1 G'(xi) ^ . . •
Now If k < n - 1, xP(x) is of lower degree than G, so
xP(x) '
G(x)
- Is a proper fraction and Q = 0. Hence
n. F(xi)
Z_ = . _
1=1 G'(x^)
The elliptic integral of third class In Jacobl's form Is
^
dz
ii(n,k,z) = I
(1 + nz2)i/7r- z2)(l - k2z2)
Let X = z
.
Then the integral can be transformed into the form
1 r^i dx
Tt(n,k,x) = - / —
. (1)2/0 (1 '+ nxjVxd - x)(l - k2x)
Consider two plane curves given by
y2 = x(l - x)(l - k2x) (2)
y = ax + b . (3)
21
Solving these two equations simultaneously, we get the equation
V(x) - kV - (1 + k2 -^ a2;x2 + (1 - 2ab)x - b^ = (1|)
the roots of which give the abscissas of the points of inter-
sections of the tvjo curves. Thus we can write
^(x) = k2(x - xi)(x - X2)(x - X3) =0
where
L xi = — (1 + k2 + a2)
1^1 k2
I, x.x. =— (1 - 2ab)
i,j=l "• J k2
and »
yC-i JCqJ^.'^
k2
It is clear that x-i, X2, Xo depend upon a and b. Differentiat-
ing (1^) in X. with respect to a, we have ' ,
•;?xi ^H'(xi)
+
5a 5 a
^X- ^X'
ff'(xi) —i + (-28X^2 - 2bx^) = ^'(Xi) —^ - 2x^j^ = 0.
^a
.
3a
.
Thus
^a '"^'(xi)
Similarly, differentiating with respect to b, we have
'f'(xi) 2 yi =
^b
so
9^i
_
^ ^i
For simplicity, let
22
( 1 + nx) Vxd - x) ( 1 - k2x) .
Now, consider
•xi /X2 ,X3
I(a, b) = X dx + / X dx + X dx
/O ^0 /L/k2
(5)
Then
3x^/^a^I
_
1
da i=l (1 + nxj_)yxi(l - ^{) [\ - k2x-i_)
f 2 x^
i-1 (1 + nxi) y'lx^) .
By Lerm-aa 1, with F(x) = x, G(x) = (l + nx)V^(x),
h
P(xi) 3
= n
x^ (-1/n)
+ =
i-1 G'(xi) i=l (1 + nxi) V'(xi) n^K(-l/n)
jince (-l/n) is a zero of G(x). Hence
n 2/n •2n
?a nY'(-l/n) k^d + nX]_)(l + nxgHl + nx3)
2n
r- 3 • 3 .
^
1 + n ^ Xj_ + n^ ^ ^i^i + ^^1^2-^3
1=1 i.'i=l
23
2n
k2
1
n n2 n3b2
1 + — (]_ + 1^2 + a2) + — (1 - 2ab) -t- —
—
k2 k2 k2
=
-2n
.k2 + n(l + k2 + a^) + n^d - 2ab) + n3b2_
-2
p + (nb - a)
2
where
k2
p = l + n+k2+ — = (l + n)(l+ —
)
n n
Differentiating (5). with respect to b, we have
i^x^/^b
^b i=l (1 + nxi)yxj_(l - Xi)(l - k2xi)
3
1=1 (1 + nx^) Y'(xi)
Again by Lemma 1 with F(x) = 1, G(x) = (1 + nx) i ( x)
,
n P(xi) 3 1 1
1=1 G'(xi) 1=1 (1 + nXj_)V^'(xi) nf(-l/n)
Thus
d\
3b nf(-l/n)
2 n2
k2(l + nx-]_)(l + nx2)(l + nx^)
2)+
2 n'
k2[l + n(l + k^ + a^) + ri^Cl - 2ab) + n^b^ J
2 n
p + ( n"b - a )
2
Integrating either dl/d^ ov dl/^h, we have
2 nb - a
I = -^r^ tan~l ( :=:^—) + c for p >
fF VF
(6)
nb - a
+ c for p = (7)
log
nb - a ^H
iZ-p Lnb - a + "V -p^
+ c for p < . (8)
For the determination of c, choose (a', b') with b' = 0,
such that x-|_' = and x^ ' = x^« Then for p >
/O r^2
'
f^3I(a'b')=/ Xdx+j Xdx+1 Xdx
/O ^ 4/k2
2 -a'
,-1tan"^ (—=^) + c .
fF VF
Thus
X2 •X3 2 a
'
c = I X dx + I X dx + ^= tan"-^ (-—^)
^l/k2 -/7 f^
Substituting into (5) and (6) and using the addition formula
for tan x, v;e have
-Xn X2
X dx +
^0
For p -
^2'
X dx = I X dx + -m tan
/O '0 V P
-1
25
Yp (nb-a+a')
.X2' ^X3
r 3
+ 2/a'.
A /1.2
Hence
/ X dx + / X dx
p - a ' (nb-a)
(9)
f^2 2(nb - a - a')
J
X dx +
h a
'
( nb - a
)
For p <
(10)
Xo ' 'X-
Hence
c=| Xdx+ Xdx- -j=z log
^0 ^l/k2 f-p
f^l ^^2
\ X dx + X dx
'0
.
'0
-a' - >l/-p
-a' + T -p
-^2' 1
X dx + -^=rx
/o y-p
log
nb - a - y^ a' - /-i
nb-a+7-p a'+i/-p
(11)
Now we need to compute a, b and a' in terms of x, y.
Remember a,b and a' are related to x, y In equations (3) and {l\.) .
For a', b' with b' =0, x-j ' = 0, xo ' = xo, we have
X3X2' = l/k2
and -
26
(12)b = kyx-|^X2 J ^1^2'"^^^'
XV 'p
From (3) , we have
73 72'
a ' = — = (13)
X3 72'
.
tr "V-\ ^^ ^r \
• Xo Xo Xp '
• (111.)
Also since
'y-^ = ax^ + b
^yp = axp + b ,
we have . ^
7i - 72
X-j_ Xp
.
71 - 72^ ^-172 - ^271
D -
y-L ax-L
-
y-L X3_( ) =
X-] "" Xp X-1 — Xq
2 2 2 2
^1 ^2 - ^2 yi
(x-Lyp + Xpy3_) ( x-l - Xp)
x^^xpd - Xp)(l - k^Xp) - xp^x^d - X3_)(l - k^xi)
(x^yp + Xpy-L) ( x^ - Xp)
x-LXp(l - k x-nXp)
x^yp + Xpy-L
Hence
1
^ 1 -
^1^2 + -^2^1"
p
1 - k x-LXp
2
(15)Xp
X3_xp
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Substituting the values in (12), (13), and Hk-] , into the
preceding formulas (9), (10), and (11), we have, for p > 0,
r^i r^2
'
X dx + X dx
f^2 2
/ X dx+ -= tan ^/~p
Xt X
-//-1^2 ^2 ,2J'~
Xp Xp
- y?
X2X2 + —
X2
^2
. y^l^2 ^2 ^ o
p - — ( n (' — +k
Xp X_ Xp
/ X-i XpXp ^
.X2 2 ^
X dx +
-t:^ tan"-'--yp
^ yp
X2 (n/
J—
+ k^yx-]_X2X2)
t
X2
1/^
pxg^ +y^2_^^y-(^v!!l!? .v2|/-i^ +k2'yx-^X2X2)
Xo
X dx+ -— tan'^Yp
t 2 ^/ -"^1^2X2 F (n + k^X2)
"2
U n
/X-] X2
(n+k2x2)i^ (^^^.2^^
'Xr
.
'2 2
X dx+ — tan"-'-/?
/^:nx2 x-| X2X2
X2 ( 1 + nx2 ) - nyg 7 x-, X2X
(16)
For p =
f^l (^2 (^2 2
X dx + I X dx = / Xdx + —
'0 ^ ^0 a' nb - a
"PX22 + y^2 = (l+n)(l+k2/n)x22+X2(l-X2)(l-k2x2)
X2/n(l+nx2) (n+k2x2) .
28
4 2X2
X dx+
72 1 - k'^Xn X
(17)
nx-, Xp(-
1^2
.
^2
XiTa ^i- y-2Jx ^2
Xq VVq
For p <
ri /^2
/ X dx+ I X dx
.x^
I X dx+ — log
^0 ii
nb-a- 'l'^ a '- /-p
nb-a+ y-p a'+-/^^
r^2 1
/ X dx+ -— log
'0 ip
Xn X
7 ,/-->/2
./
(„f J-£ - iS +k2yx,X2x' -/-p)(^ -'fl)
Xo Xo Xog g
(n .f/^1^2 ^2,0 ./ 7 .-., ^2 j~.
Xp Xr)
- +k2 '/x^xgx^ +fp){~ +|/-p)
-'X^
1 ny2 -7x^x2X2 -nx2 7
-P 7x^X2X2 -Xg -nx^^
/ X dx+ -= log
^0 ip ny2f x-^XgXg +nx2f
-p yx^
t
_
I 1
2
^ (18)
since the numerator can be S3.mplified as
(n'/x^X2X2
- 72 + k^Xg -/x-j_X2X2 - f -p X2)(y2 - 1'-P ^^
= ny2 KX-LX2X2 - 72^ + k'^X272 yXj_X2X2
-f-p X272
- nXp ^/ X
-LX2X2 l/-p +1/^ x^/^ - k2x^2 yx-LX2X^ Y- P - X2'^ p
= -(px'2 + y^2) + y^yx-LX2X2 (n + k2x2) - x' /-p V^.x' (n+k2x;)
X-
n
(l+nx2)(n+k2x2) + (n+k2x2) ij^ j/x^i^^xl -x'^
-f^p ^j/x^x^x^)
= (n -f k2x')(y^yx^x2X^
- x' '/-p yx^X2x' - ^ - x'2)
n
and^ similarly
^, thxe denominator is
29
(n + k^x^) (y^-j- x^X2X2 + X2 y-p '/x^XgX
n
As the final step we need to change the variable x back
to the original, variable z. We let x = z^. Then dx = 2z dz.
Thus
rIn
dx
.'0 (l+nx)1/xU-x)(l-k2x) h (l+nz2) -/( l-z2) ( l-k2z2)C
2 dz
The terms outside the integral sign in formulas (I6), (17), and
(18) must also be changed. In particular, Zp, the transform
of Xp, is
2
.'2 ^ _1_
^2 2 2
z^fz2''(l-z^)(l-k'^z^) + z2 442(l-z2)(i_i,222).^'i/TJi .2„2,
1 - k2z2z2
,
^1 VCI - Z2)(l - k^zi) + ZpVd - z^)(l - k^zi)
Let
and
Then
1 - k2z2z2
(1 - z2)(l - k^z^).
Z-L = (1 - z^){l - k^zf).
Z' = (1 - Z2^)(l - k^Zg^) .
;i'j/z2 + Z2-fz[
Zo = poo
1 - k^z'£z|
for all cases. "
.
.,
The terms outside the integral sign can be transformed
as follows.
For p >
30
tan-1
n •( p Xp 7X-1 X2Xp
IP \X2(1 + nxp) - nyp Vx-j^XpXg
1^
tan-1,
n j/p z^ 13
zA2(l+nz^2) _ ^ z^Z2Z^2y^;L-z^2)(i_k2z^2)
'/p"
tan-1
n Y p Zn ZpZp
1 + nzp - nz-,Zp'yZ'
For p =^
2x;
^2
nx-, Xp
1 - k'^XT X1^2
_x^y2 + X2y3_
^
-f k2 Vx1^2^2
^ Z2
z^y(l-z^2)(i_k22-2)
2
r..2,2
1 - k^ z^z|
nz-, Zp
^z^zp-j/z^ + z|z^l/z^
'f/(l_z:2)(i_k2,r2)
+ k^z1^2^2
2z' 2(zii/z^ + ^2^^^)
fz' nz-^Z2Z2(l-k2z|z|) + (k2z^Z2Z^2
-/z^)(z-l4^ H-ZpYz-L)
For p <
1 / nyp 7 x-]_X2X2 - nxp -y-p 7x^x2X2
log
- Xr
i2
nx2
^ \ njg /x-^x^Xq '" nxp f^V: 1^2^2I I- Xo '2nx2 .
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1 |^n2^Z2Z2^V(l-Z2^)(l-k2z^2)_^2^2y_p z^z2Z2-Z2^-nz2^'
j/T^ ^°^ Vnz-LZ2Z^21/fI^^2^7I::i^^)^.nz^2y- z^Z2Z^-z^2_„, -i|^
1 /'nz-j^Z2 'Vz
'
- n Y-p z-|Z2Z2 ~ 1 - nz2
V-P \nz-1_Z2Yz' + n -^/-p Z-.Z2Z2 - 1 - nz'2
Suraraary of addition formulas for 7i(n, k, z)
^^1 dz /-Z2 dz
+
^0 (1 + nz2)1/U-z2)(i_j,222) ^q ( l+nz2) / ( 1-z2) ( l-k2z2)
^2 dz
b (1 + nz2) 1/(1 - z2)(l - k2z2)
I
Z2Z2f 1 n^fp z-j_
-= tan -L —
-^^^r for p >
TP 1 + nz2 - nz-j^Zgl'Z'
Zg (z^'t/z^ + Z2 ^^)
iVz' nz3_Z2Z2(l-k2ziZ2)+(k^2^22Z^2
-f^)(z^yz2 + z^/z^)
for p =
nz-[^Z2i'Z' - nY-P z^^ZgZg - 1 - nzg
log -= -— for p <
\^2-f^ nz^ZgYz' + n-y^ z^Z2Z2 - 1 - nz22
where
Zo =
ziYz^ + Z2'/z^
'^
1 - k2z2z2
.2^M .,2 2,Zi = (1 - z£)(l - k^ zj)
Z2 - (1 - z2)(i _ k2 z2)
and
Z' =(1 - zp^)(l - k2z2^)'2>2
p = 1 + n + k'^' +
k2
n
(1 + n)(l + — ) .
n
32
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Elliptic Integrals were so defined that they could be re-
garded as functions of their individual upper limits. In this
paper formulas were obtained to express the sum of two elliptic
integrals in terms of a third integral plus some special func-
tion of the two upper limits.
The addition theory for the elliptic integrals of the first
class in Jacobi's form was derived by a method of direct differ-
entiation and integration. After the integral had been trans-
formed into Legendre ' s form., elliptic functions were defined with
properties analogous to those of trigonometric functions. By
the aid of the addition theory of the elliptic integrals of the
first class, many addition formulas for elliptic functions could
be obtained. These formulas in turn were used to develop the
addition theory for the elliptic integrals of the second class.
The addition theory for the elliptic integrals of the third
class was established by the aid of Abel's Theorem. The integrand
was reduced to a rational function R(x,y), vjhere y was a function
of X of degree three as defined by P(x,y) = 0. The abscissas of
three intersecting points of the curve P(x,y) = and a varying
line *f'(x,y) = were found to depend on the variable coefficients
of H^(x,y) . The sum I of three integrals with these abscissas as
their upper limits became a function of the coefficients of
T (x,y), and its form could be determined. Thus the sum of two
integrals could be expressed in terms of the third integral
and I. •
Applications of the derived addition theory were suggested
to further the study of the properties of elliptic integrals.
